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Question #1
Pursuant to the above mentioned RFP, on page 7 Table 2: Schedule for OG&E Flexible Resource RFP. The
line: Complete Negotiations (expected) lists a date of January 27,2022. This date is in the past. What is the
correct date?

A:
The correct date is January 27, 2023. The table in the draft RFP document posted to the
website has been corrected. The updated document can be found at this link:
DRAFT+2022+OGE+Flexible+Resource+RFP.pdf

Question #2
The IRP listed at (https://ogeenergy.gcs-web.com/static-files/6fd094d7-f7d6-4dae-8ec9-7482d0071a34)
appears to be more prescriptive than this RFP with regards to technology. Please consider providing a more
prescriptive definition of what OG&E wants in terms of combination of technologies to meet power supply
needs (e.g. 400 MW CTs plus 100 MW Storage, Battery or Other).

A:
The purpose of this RFP is to solicit bids to meet OG&E’s capacity needs. While the RFP
specifies the types of technologies that can be bid in, the purpose of the RFP analysis is to determine
what the best resource or combination of resources is for customers based on the quantitative and
qualitative evaluation criteria for this RFP. One of the stated objectives of OG&E’s 2021 Integrated
Resource Plan (IRP) is Fuel and Technology Diversity. For the benefit of its customers, OG&E
strives to maintain a diverse fuel and resource mix that mitigates risks related to regulation, fuel costs
and other issues.

Question #3
Please provide additional information regarding the expected capacity profile of the power supply
technology. For example, is 4 hours consecutive run time expected to occur on a routine daily basis, or
perhaps multiple times per day? Can a typical load profile or multiple potential expected load profiles be
provided? The IRP listed at (https://ogeenergy.gcs-web.com/static-files/6fd094d7-f7d6-4dae-8ec97482d0071a34) is referenced but does not provide this level of detail.

A: The 4-hour consecutive run time does not necessarily represent an expected dispatch profile;
however, it ensures resources offered in the RFP are capable of providing accredited capacity that can
be counted toward OG&E’s capacity obligation. As stated in OG&E’s response to Bidder question #2,
the purpose of the RFP is to solicit bids to meet OG&E’s capacity needs.
SPP Planning criteria, Section 7.1.1.6 (2) states, “The total seasonal net capability rating shall be that
available regularly to satisfy the daily load patterns of the member and shall be available for a minimum
of four continuous hours taking into account possible fuel curtailments and thermal limits.”
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For more information regarding the requirements for capacity accreditation of resources, please see
the SPP Planning Criteria, Section 7.1. SPP’s Planning Criteria can be found at this link: Microsoft
Word - spp planning criteria v2.4 clean copy

Question #4
The IRP listed at (https://ogeenergy.gcs-web.com/static-files/6fd094d7-f7d6-4dae-8ec9-7482d0071a34) notes
that OG&E views combustion turbines as the best technology to meet near term power supply goals.
Considering this, can OG&E provide some additional detail regarding how the benefit of unlimited run time of
this technology will be quantified in this evaluation.

A: In the quantitative analysis of the RFP, the resources will be modeled in an economic dispatch
simulation. The ability to dispatch for longer durations will be captured in this section of the analysis.
Additionally, the ability to be able to dispatch for longer durations provides benefits and will be reviewed
in the qualitative analysis under the flexibility sub-criterion.

Question #5
How will OG&E comparatively evaluate on an economic basis a CT and/or RICE solution vs. a storage offering,
given that storage offerings have constraints on maximum up-time vs. down-time in a given day.

A: OG&E will utilize an economic dispatch model of the resources taking into consideration the
dispatch characteristics and constraints of each resource.

Question #6
If a bidder would like to submit a battery solution, how will OG&E analyze the costs of “fueling” a battery after
the 4-hour discharge period is complete? What assumptions around time of use rates, cost per kw for
charging, and discharge cycles per year will feed that analysis? How will OG&E model the degradation of the
resource over the lifespan, as well as potential recycling costs associated batteries.

A: OG&E projects hourly nodal Locational Marginal Prices (LMPs) through modeling. Those hourly
nodal LMPs will be utilized for both charging and discharging of energy storage resources. In modeling
energy storage performance characteristics, OG&E will utilize information provided by Bidders on the
Bid Attribute forms, for example, Form C and Form E, and in their technology narratives together with
credible industry sources on energy storage.

Question #7
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The IRP listed at (https://ogeenergy.gcs-web.com/static-files/6fd094d7-f7d6-4dae-8ec9-7482d0071a34) notes
that OG&E views combustion turbines as the best technology. Please provide additional information on how
OG&E regards Long Term Service Agreements (LTSA) with OEM suppliers and if they are desired. If OG&E
desires an OEM LTSA, what level of OEM LTSA shall be submitted: minimum level, maximum level. No
detail has been provided.

A: OG&E offers guidance on LTSAs in the detailed technical specification to be provided after execution
of a mutual non-disclosure agreement. Bidders are encouraged to ask additional questions after review
of these technical specifications, as needed.

Question #8
Will OG&E consider an LNTP to de-risk project during OCC and/or permitting process? It is not clear that an
appropriate contingency could be developed to capture firm pricing over such long durations given the current
market volatility.

A: OG&E understands the project and regulatory approval timeline would need to be worked in parallel.
OG&E could consider an LNTP. Guidance on conditional elements of Bids are described in the Company’s
response to Question #9.

Question #9
With current market conditions, it is expected that there will be very substantial challenges with regards to
obtaining firm pricing from major suppliers (e.g. CTs, RICE, Transformers etc.) Given the relatively drawn out
time frame from proposal submittal in September to the potential signing of an EPC agreement in Q1 2022, we
are not aware of any suppliers that will hold pricing firm over this duration, and negotiating firm escalation
provisions is equally as difficult. Will OG&E provide additional information regarding how lack of available firm
pricing and need for escalation provisions be factored into the evaluation of the bids?

A: It is in the interest of OG&E’s customers and the efficient evaluation of RFP responses for Bids to
have as firm pricing and as few conditionalities as feasible. Nonetheless, OG&E does recognize that
current industry supply chain and macroeconomic factors may limit Bidders’ ability to offer fully firm
prices. OG&E can offer this guidance: (i) OG&E will bear in mind industry and macroeconomic factors
when determining whether a Bid is unconditional in the threshold evaluation; (ii) Bidders should attempt
to limit any non-firm price elements of their Bids to factors outside of their reasonable control; (iii)
Bidders should be as explicit as possible about the rationale, numerical computation, bilateral nature,
and upper limits of any escalations or other non-firm price or other conditional elements of their Bids;
and (iv) Bids with prices that are more firm and have fewer conditionalities (apart from Form APA and
EPC redline edits) should score as well or better than Bids with prices that are less firm and have more
conditionalities on the firm price sub-criteria in the qualitative evaluation.
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Question #10
In the above RFP a Hydrogen capable component (co-firing) is mentioned. What level of co-firing is
acceptable? Can any additional information be provided regarding how hydrogen co-firing capabilities will be
economically evaluated?

A: For CT and RICE resources, natural gas will be considered the primary fuel for the quantitative
analysis. Per page 18 of the Draft RFP, CT and RICE resources must be hydrogen-capable in the
future. As the hydrogen market continues to grow and converge with the power generation market, the
ability to move to hydrogen being the primary fuel is desired and will be considered in the qualitative
analysis.

Question #11
Can multiple sites be bid? How would the benefits of distributing the power output to multiple sites in the OG&E
grid be evaluated against potential detriments (e.g. increased heat rate for smaller site, higher $/KW for lower
power density)?

A: Yes, an individual Bidder can submit Bids for as many Sites as they prefer. Bidders can offer up to
four Bids per Site. However, individual Projects cannot be divided between more than one Site. In
both the qualitative and the quantitative evaluations, each Bid is individually evaluated.

Question #12
Please comment as to how important it is for OG&E to have a single common technology at a site (e.g. 4 aero
CTs) vs. a combination of technologies (frames, aero's, Battery Energy Storage System). Single technology
could possibly provide a more optimized fit to the load profile and potentially be justified from a pure NPV
standpoint but may be at the expense of O&M challenges / level of effort. Quantifying this will be difficult so
more direction is requested.

A: The RFP evaluation process is set up to identify the Projects that offer the best value and lowest
risks under the requirements. This includes up-front capital costs, ongoing capital and expenses, fuel,
generation revenues, and risks, among others. OG&E has not pre-judged which resources or
combinations of resources allowable under this RFP would be best apart from guidance provided in the
RFP.

Question #13
Does OG&E envision providing updated economic basis inputs regarding the "base", "high gas", "low gas", and
"Energy Evolution" cases from the IRP listed at (https://ogeenergy.gcs-web.com/static-files/6fd094d7-f7d64dae-8ec9-7482d0071a34 given current market conditions?
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A: OG&E will use long-term fuel price projections published by Energy Information Administration (EIA)
in the Annual Energy Outlook 2022 on March 3, 2022.
Please see updated response to Question #13 in Question #58.

Question #14
Please provide additional information regarding the emission rate parameters that will be evaluated with regards
to the "environmental impact sub-criterion" as listed in the above-mentioned RFP?

A: As stated in Section 3.3.3 of the RFP, the assessment will involve “the potential to reduce air
emissions based on Project emission rates per MWh compared to the utility’s 2020 average emission
rates. For CT and RICE Projects, that assessment should differentiate between impacts without the
use of hydrogen fuel and with use of hydrogen as the primary fuel in the future.” OG&E expects to
utilize information provided by Bidders on Form C of the bid attribute forms, together with Bidder data
and narrative on the Generation Facility elsewhere in the Bids to inform its evaluation. Projects with
emission rates per MWh that are better-than-average compared to industry benchmarks for flexible
resources can be expected to score higher on this factor than Projects with average or below-average
emission rates. OG&E may also rely on general industry performance data to assess the accuracy and
reasonableness of technology performance information provided by Bidders. For Energy Storage
Generation Facilities, their roundtrip efficiency, among other technical characteristics, may affect
evaluation of this factor.

Question #15
How far out in the future is the NPVCC evaluation to be based on (e.g. 30 years)?

A: OG&E will be using a 30-year net present value of customer cost for the quantitative analysis.

Question #16
The Pre-RFP requires the generation to be available no later than May 1, 2027, but also states that there is a
preference for early completion dates. Will OG&E define what this benefit may be as part of the formal
evaluation process described in the above-mentioned RFP including financial metrics to allow bidders to tailor
offerings in order to provide OG&E with the highest overall value?

A: Earlier completion dates, other factors equal, should reduce risks of timely Project commissioning.
For that reason, earlier completion dates may positively affect scores on qualitative sub-criteria
including, but not limited to, critical path schedule and capacity security. OG&E appreciates the stated
context of the question, which is to offer best value to the utility and its customers. To that end, the RFP
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allows up to four (4) Bids per Site. Therefore, Bidders have the opportunity to, for example, submit Bids
(potentially with different technical characteristics and/or prices) with earlier and later completion dates
for the same Site.

Question #17
Regarding the points available for community and environmental impacts in Section 3.3.3 of the above RFP,
please confirm if the more locally focused topics covered in this section are the only evaluation parameters
considered for points award.

A: Yes, the scoring of the community impacts and environmental impacts sub-criteria will be based on
the factors described in Section 3.3.3 of the RFP. Regarding community impacts, descriptions that are
specific to the communities in which the proposed Project(s) are located are preferred to more
generalized descriptions of the Bidder’s approach to or history with community involvement.

Question #18
If a participant submits batteries as all or a portion of the resource to meet the need, does OG&E expect to
place a limit on the amount of this type of resource (batteries) it will allow as part of the solution to meet the up
to 500MW request.

A: Per the RFP, Bidders can submit Bids up to the maximum capacity of 500 MW using CT, RICE,
and/or Energy Storage Generation Facilities in any combination.

Question #19
With the specification of the above mentioned RFP indicating that the resource must be able to make a daily
start, how will OG&E evaluate life cycle costs, specifically maintenance costs that may include LTSA costs that
are starts based. Alternatively should bidders assume all LTSA costs are beyond the scope of this response.

A: Please see the response to question #7 regarding OG&E’s approach to LTSAs, in general. As part
of the quantitative evaluation, OG&E will utilize an economic dispatch model to project how the
resources will be dispatched in the SPP Integrated Marketplace. While the RFP requires that resources
are capable of daily dispatch, this does not necessarily mean the economic dispatch will result in a daily
start or multiple daily starts for the resources offered.
Lifecycle costs include both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance and will be part of the evaluation.
Maintenance costs are captured in the Bid Attribute forms and from industry information.
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Question #20
Please provide information regarding the expected min / max daily capacity factor as well as average annualized
capacity factor.

A: Daily capacity factors for CTs or RICE resources could range from 0% to 100%, based on
economic dispatch instructions provided by SPP. Annual capacity factors will also be dependent on
economic dispatch instructions. EPA New Source Performance Standards 40 CFR Subpart TTTT Standards of Performance for Greenhouse Gas Emissions for Electric Generating Units sets forth
operational restrictions on any new steam generating unit, IGCC, or stationary combustion turbine
that is greater than 25MW or has a base load heat input rating greater than 250 MMBtu/hr. While the
rule lists a number exemptions it is highly probable that, if a combustion turbine technology is
selected, its efficiency will set the maximum annual capacity factor allowed due to these restrictions
set forth in 40 CFR part 60, subpart TTTT.

Question #21
Please confirm that the RFP Appendix F Exhibit A requirement for all Contractor furnished equipment to be
"new and unused" precludes the bidding of extensively refurbished equipment.

A: Bidders should make desired redline changes in Appendix F Exhibit A to reflect the equipment they
would like to utilize and provide any documentation supporting the recommendation. All primary
components must be capable of achieving a 30-year service life. The definition of Generation Facility in
the Draft RFP Document may also be helpful.

Question #22
Please confirm that the above mentioned RFP Appendix F Exhibit A: Requirement for all Contractor furnished
equipment to be "new and unused" precludes the bidding of new equipment that is already manufactured and
currently owned / stored by a 3rd party. Although technically "new" such equipment presents risks in the form
of available OEM warranty, chain of custody documentation, and risk of condition given less than ideal
preventative maintenance and storage procedures.

A: RFP Appendix F Exhibit A does not preclude the bidding of new equipment that is already manufactured
and currently owned and/or stored by a third party. As stated in the response to question #21, Bidders
should make desired redline changes in Appendix F Exhibit A to reflect the equipment they would like
to utilize. Bidders should provide information on warranty assignment on any equipment obligations.
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Question #23
Does OG&E have a preference for aeroderivative vs. frame CTs? If not please clarify the "multiple starts per
day" intention as to how many this might be in terms of a range?

A: OG&E does not have a preference between aeroderivative vs. frame CT’s. Each turbine technology
presents different advantages and disadvantages. The “multiple starts per day” capability does not
necessarily represent the specific daily operations profile for the unit(s); however, it does ensure
resources offered in the RFP can provide operational flexibility.

Question #24
Are there email specific invitations [to the Bidders’ Technical Conference]?

A: Yes.

Question #25
Will there [be] an extension of time for draft RFP questions due to confusion around attachment access?

A: No. The Final RFP is expected to be issued by about June 1, 2022. Bidders’ questions will be
accepted through September 9, 2022. To gain access to the attachments to the RFP, download the
RFP document from the RFP website(OG&E - Suppliers & Contractors (oge.com)) and open the file in
Adobe Acrobat. Attachments will be visible in the document. An example is provided on Technical
Conference slide 10 (PowerPoint Presentation (oge.com)).

Question #26
It’s a little unclear based on the draft RFP materials uploaded whether the expectation from OG&E is that upon
execution of the APA (estimated ~January 2023 per the RFP schedule), the project is NTP-ready at that time.
The RFP is very clear that (i) an EPC Contract needs to be in place at the time of APA execution as well as (ii)
site control agreements, but isn’t as explicit as to whether other elements such as permitting, interconnection
agreement, etc. need to be completed by APA execution as well. I saw Appendix F of the RFP (i.e., draft APA
for BESS) makes reference to the Seller performing all Critical Development Work prior to APA Closing, however
the exhibit that is supposed to define what Critical Development Work entails was not included. Given all this,
my question for OG&E is whether (i) the project proposed must be NTP-ready at the time of APA execution or
(ii) there is flexibility of not having the project NTP-ready (e.g., outstanding development items are laid out as
milestones in the APA)? Follow up question to this, if OG&E does grant flexibility, would it be fair to presume that
OG&E would view projects that are NTP-ready more favorably than projects that are less advanced?
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A: OG&E recognizes that with in-service dates allowable under this RFP more than four years in the
future that it may not be feasible to complete all permits and agreements required for the Generation
Facility by the time of APA signing, which is expected to occur in early 2023. As one example and as
noted in the draft RFP, there must be a plan for securing firm transmission service prior to the in-service
date. However, it is certainly possible that an interconnection agreement would not be signed prior to
the APA being signed. As noted in Section 3.3.2 of the draft RFP, Bidders will be evaluated on the
soundness of their plans for securing permits and agreements (e.g., interconnection, rights-of-way) as
part of the critical path schedule sub-criteria, though some or many of those documents may not be
completed by the time of Bid submission nor APA execution.
On the topic of Notice to Proceed, Bidders are expected to adhere to the specific requirements of the
Form EPC with regard to Notice to Proceed and Notice to Proceed Date, though Bidders may provide
redline edits on that or other portions of the Form EPC which will be evaluated by OG&E.
While we attempted to fully address this question, we excluded the formal phrase "NTP-ready" from
our response because it is not a defined term in the draft RFP and, therefore, may have different
meanings to different Bidders. If this does not fully address your question, please submit a follow-up
question.

Question #27
It appears that Appendix D (i.e., Certification and Authorization Form) is missing from the documents uploaded
- see attached. Would you be able to provide me a copy of this document?

A: Appendix D is not included in the attachments. It can be found on pages 27 and 28 in the body of
the pdf document.

Question #28
What should be used to determine the Cost of purchased capacity and energy to adjust the options to a
common basis?

A: As noted in OG&E’s 2022 Flexible Resource RFP, Section 3.4, OG&E will conduct the quantitative
evaluation of bids “based on the expected customer impact resulting from detailed simulation modeling
utilizing scenarios and sensitivities similar to those described in the OG&E 2021 IRP.” OG&E will
calculate and rely on the projected Net Present Value of Customer Cost (“NPVCC”) per kW of
accreditable capacity of each bid in its evaluation. OG&E’s 2021 IRP can be found at the following link:
Integrated Resource Plan (gcs-web.com).
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Question #29
Can you please advise where we can get the posted list of OG&E people on the Bid Team and RFP Evaluation
Team?

A: OG&E has posted a Code of Conduct, which includes members of the RFP Bid Team and RFP
Evaluation
Team
on
the
RFP
Website
noted
in
the
RFP
document
(https://www.oge.com/wps/portal/ord/who-we-are/supplierscontractors). The direct link to the Code of
Conduct document is provided here: Code+of+Conduct+Flexible+Resources+RFP.pdf (oge.com).

Question #30
Would OG&E accept MNDAs drafted by participants? If not, would OG&E be open to redlines to MNDA?

A: OG&E is open to reviewing redlines to the MNDA included as Appendix B to the RFP.

Question #31
What classifies as an Independent Engineer? Is it simply someone not affiliated with OG&E/ SPP?

A: OG&E is seeking an independent party’s review of SPP interconnection prospects and implications
for the Project, while acknowledging that the Independent Engineer would be a vendor to the Bidder
(i.e., would have a current or past contract with the Bidder or with a member of the Bidder’s team to
provide the interconnection assessment). Alongside or included with the Independent Engineer report,
the Bidder should briefly identify the Independent Engineer’s qualifications which should include prior
experience conducting interconnection studies in SPP or similar markets. There are no other specific
technical qualifications. To create independence from the Bidder and the OG&E RFP process, the
Independent Engineer should be an individual who is not an employee of OG&E, SPP, the specific
Bidder, or a member of the Bidder’s proposed team responding to the Flexible Resource RFP; or if the
Independent Engineer is a firm rather than a sole practitioner, the firm should not be a legal subsidiary
or affiliate of OG&E, SPP, the specific Bidder, or a member of the Bidder’s proposed team.

Question #32
Are there additional technical specifications to inform BESS bids beyond the materials included in the RFP
PDF that you can share?

A: OG&E has prepared a BESS Technical Specification for the purposes of the 2022 Flexible Resource
RFP. As noted in the 2022 Flexible Resource RFP document, Section 2.2.1, Bidders can request the
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BESS Technical Specification after execution of the Mutual Nondisclosure Agreement attached to the
RFP as Appendix B.
Question #33
Would OG&E be open to considering any revisions to this form?

A: As stated in the response to Question #30, OG&E is open to reviewing Bidder redlines to the MNDA
included as Appendix B to the RFP.

Question #34
This particular sentence in the recitals, “WHEREAS, each Recipient is willing to receive disclosure of the
Confidential Information pursuant to the terms of this Agreement for the purpose of
.” – what
description would OG&E like us to insert? (e.g., evaluating our project offerings or exploring OG&E resource
needs or something else)

A: OG&E suggests this description: “WHEREAS, each Recipient is willing to receive disclosure of the
Confidential Information pursuant to the terms of this Agreement for the purpose of submitting a Bid(s)
including the documentation and data requested in the RFP which may contain Bidder or Company
commercially sensitive information.”

Question #35
For storage projects, do you require an EPC bid as well as the project bid or will the EPC agreement be
negotiated upon shortlisting of the project?

A: OG&E’s 2022 Flexible Resource RFP notes in section 2.2.6 that Bidders should provide redline
copies of the Form APA and EPC agreements attached to the RFP document as Appendix F. Bidders
should provide redline copies of both the Form APA and EPC agreements for each project offered into
the RFP. The Flexible Resource RFP document can be found on OG&E’s website on the Suppliers
and Contractors page: OG&E - Suppliers & Contractors (oge.com). Appendices to the RFP can be accessed
by downloading the pdf file to a local device and opening it in Adobe Acrobat. See example:
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Question #36
Could you please send me the call-in details for the conference?

A: The Technical Conference for OG&E’s 2022 Flexible Resource RFP was held on May 19, 2022.
The presentation slides from the Technical Conference can be found on OG&E’s website on the
Suppliers and Contractors page: OG&E - Suppliers & Contractors (oge.com). The direct link to the
presentation slides is here: PowerPoint Presentation (oge.com).

Question #37
Exhibit K was not found on any of the downloaded attachments. Will you describe where Exhibit K is located,
or provide Exhibit K so that bidders may ensure insurance requirements are able to be attained?

A: Exhibit K will be provided following selection of winning Bid(s).

Question #38
Are you able to share a Microsoft Word version of the APA and EPC agreements included in the RFP?

A: Yes, Microsoft Word versions of the form APA and EPC agreements will be provided upon request.

Question #39
In order to reach a 30-year lifetime, the average BESS commercially available would require a total system
rebuild at around years 20-25. Will OG&E accept submissions with a lifetime less than 30 years, as 30-year life
spans may require very substantial investments to maintain and not be feasible with current supplier guarantees?
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A: For the Flexible Resource RFP, Flexible Resource is defined as a Generation Facility with a
minimum 30-year life. Section 2.2.5 vii requests the expected timing and cost of re-powering or
augmentation of the Project’s battery or other Energy Storage medium during the asset life. As part of
the bid submission, submit the timing and costs of the investments required to obtain a minimum 30year life for the project.

Question #40
Does OG&E have a preferred list of EPC vendors for purposes of this RFP?

A: OG&E provides preferences for suppliers and technologies in the Technical Specifications. OG&E
does not have a preferred list for EPC vendors for the purposes of this RFP, however, vendors should
have the necessary experience and capabilities.

Question #41
With respect to the APA Purchase Price to be submitted, does OG&E have a preference on the pricing
structure (e.g., cost plus structure, index structure, etc.)?

A: OG&E prefers offers structured as a firm fixed price to reduce risk for customers. Bidders are
permitted to offer alternative pricing structures, which will be evaluated and compared to other offered
pricing structures. Section 3.3.1 Contract Risks, Costs, and Benefits addresses the qualitative
assessment of non-firm contract terms.

Question #42
Understanding OG&E’s requirement for projects located in SPP-Oklahoma and SPP-Arkansas, does OG&E
have any preference on POIs?

A: OG&E has a preference for POIs located within OG&E’s service territory. A map of OG&E’s service
territory is shown in the Flexible RFP Bidder Technical Conference presentation, which can be found
on OG&E’s website on the Suppliers and Contractors page: OG&E - Suppliers & Contractors
(oge.com). The direct link to the presentation slides is here: PowerPoint Presentation (oge.com).
Additionally, the specific project POIs will be modeled to determine the economic benefits of the offered
locations.

Question #43
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Could OG&E provide additional color with respect to the preference for projects in service as early as possible,
specifically what years are preferred (e.g., 2024, 2025, etc.)?

A: OG&E requires capacity to satisfy resource adequacy obligations. OG&E’s 2021 Integrated
Resource Plan identifies generation capacity needs starting in 2023 and continuing to grow in the future.
OG&E has a preference for resources capable of coming online as early as possible to satisfy these
generation capacity needs. Resources available in 2024 would help mitigate capacity risk in the inservice year and in the years following. OG&E’s preference for earlier in-service dates is tied directly
to capacity risk mitigation.

Question #44
The current RFP Bid Due Date is listed as September 15, 2022. Current market activity has created a backlog
for major equipment suppliers to respond with accurate bids. With that knowledge, we are requesting a 4 week
bid extension (due date Oct 13th, 2022) to accommodate the major equipment suppliers response for complete
and accurate bids.

A: OG&E will extend the bid due date for the Flexible Resource RFP by 4-weeks. An updated RFP
document will be posted on the RFP webpage: OG&E - Suppliers & Contractors (oge.com) and
communicated to regulatory and other RFP stakeholders.

Question #45
Section 2.2.5 of the RFP document states that if a Project does not have a completed interconnection study
from SPP at the time of bid submission, we are to submit the results of a comparable study conducted by an
independent engineer. Given this, would OG&E be able to prescribe the specific level of details and required
information they’re looking for in this comparable study?

A: Please refer to page 25 of the Southwest Power Pool - Open Access Transmission Tariff, Sixth
Revised Volume No. 1 - Attachment V Generator Interconnection Procedures (GIP) - Attachment V
Section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 for required information for the comparable study.
https://opsportal.spp.org/documents/studies/SPP%20Tariff%20Attachment%20V%20Generator%20In
terconnection%20Procedures.pdf

Question #46
Will the APA and EPC awards have to through the OCC regulatory approval process?

A: Yes
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Question #47
In the Form APA agreement, does OG&E have any expectation/preference on the Closing Date? Given the
COD requirement of May 2027 (or earlier), it’s our assumption that the Closing Date would have to be timely
enough as to not jeopardize this COD date requirement. That being said, it would be helpful to understand
OG&E’s preference.

A: The Closing Date would be based on the project construction schedule. The closing date under the
APA will occur contemporaneously with the execution of the EPC Agreement. Therefore, the closing
would need to occur sufficiently earlier to allow for the construction of the project (and to meet the COD
requirement). OG&E is not privy to any bidder’s construction schedule so it would not be able to opine
on a target closing date.

Question #48
As of the Closing Date (not Execution Date) to be set forth in the Form APA, is the expectation that the
Generator Interconnection Agreement (“GIA”) will have been signed by this date for the project proposed?

A: No, the GIA must be in place before the COD.

Question #49
With respect to the Form APA agreement, could OG&E please define the terms Critical Development Work
and Other Development Work?

A: The terms in the Form APA refer to an exhibit because the “Critical Development Work” and “Other
Development Work” will differ based on the level of development the Bidder has already done on the
project (e.g., site control, permits, zoning, and any required studies). For example, if the Bidder does
not have 100% site control, that would be an item that would be listed on Exhibit 1 under Critical
Development Work.

Question #50
Regarding the Bid Attribute Forms (Appendix E), Form H specifically, is the “Total OG&E Acquisition Price”
supposed to be the Purchase Price the bidder is setting forth as it relates to the Form APA? Or is this Total
OG&E Acquisition Price supposed to be the sum of the Purchase Price as well the Contract Price the bidder is
setting forth as it relates to the Form EPC?
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A: The total OG&E Acquisition Price should reflect all costs that OG&E would be expected to pay for
the entire project through the COD.

Question #51
Please review and comment on the high level understanding below of the interplay and order of operations of
the Form APA and EPC agreements with respect to timing and transfer of ownership:
1. The Form APA and EPC agreements are expected to be executed simultaneously in Q1 2023.
2. During the interim period (i.e., period of time between execution and closing dates in the Form APA),
the bidder is expected to complete all development work to get the project to a NTP ready state.
3. Once all the conditions are satisfied for completing the collective development work, closing will occur
and the bidder will transfer ownership of the project to OG&E.
4. With OG&E now owning the project and development work completed, a NTP is issued and the scope
of work set forth in the Form EPC will begin.
5. This scope of work will ultimately result in the construction and commissioning of a turnkey project
(meeting the proposed specifications) to OG&E, with such commissioning occurring on or before May
2027.

A:
1. No, the APA will be executed with the Form EPC Agreement attached as an exhibit. At the
closing of the APA, the EPC will be executed.
2. Yes, in addition to obtaining commission approvals and all other items that are conditions
precedent to closing.
3. Once the conditions precedent set forth in Article 7 and 8 of the APA are satisfied (one of
which is the completion of the development work), the closing of the APA will occur and the
Project Assets will be transferred to OG&E.
4. Yes, at the closing of the APA the EPC Agreement will be executed and the notice to proceed
(NTP) will be issued.
5. Yes, that is correct.

Question #52
If the Seller of the project is not expected to be the same party as the Contractor (i.e., Project Developer/Seller
selects an EPC provider to be the Contractor), would the assumed Contractor need to jointly and formally
participate in this RFP as well? Or would OG&E be okay with the Seller proceeding with proposal submittance
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by themselves as long as they can evidence a letter of intent from a Contractor indicating their intention to
transact the Form EPC if awarded?

A: OG&E would expect that the Seller under the APA and the contractor under the EPC Contract
were either the same entity or affiliated entities. The contractor under the EPC Contract can certainly
subcontract portions of the work but we expect that the contractor does have the lead construction
management role and provide warranties with respect to the development of the project.

Question #53
Would OG&E be open to a build-transfer contract structure, as opposed to the structure laid out in the Form
APA and EPC?

A: OG&E’s preference is for the Form APA and EPC structure as provided.

Question #54
It seems that, with the exception of Exhibit J and Exhibit T, the exhibits to the “Appendix F - OGE_2021 Flex
Resources RFP - BESS EPC” file are missing. For pricing purposes, we intend to make assumptions for factors
like testing, performance guarantees, etc. and listing our assumptions as part of our RFP response. Does OG&E
prefer another approach to addressing information that is currently not available in the contract?

A: As noted in prior responses to Bidder questions, certain exhibits are to be provided following
selection of winning Bid(s). The proposed approach to assumptions mentioned above is reasonable
and appropriate.

Question #55
It is unclear at what point the transfer of ownership is supposed to happen. The APA contract says it happens
after the “Critical Development Work” is complete, but “Critical Development Work” is defined in Exhibit 1, which
is not provided. When is the transfer of ownership expected to happen?

A: Transfer of ownership would occur at the closing of the APA. Exhibit 1 will be populated based on
the specifications of the applicable project, and the “Critical Development Work” will depend on the
level of development the seller has done with respect to such project. For example, if the seller has not
yet secured site control or the required permits for ownership and construction, those items would be
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listed on Exhibit 1 under Critical Development Work. OG&E is not privy to any bidder’s project
development status and therefore cannot opine on what exactly will need to be listed on Exhibit 1. In
addition to Critical Development Work, the other conditions precedent (see Articles 7 and 8 of the APA),
including obtaining the commission approvals, must be satisfied before the Closing. At the Closing of
the APA, the EPC Agreement will be executed and NTP will be issued.

Question #56
What is required to register for this event (Flexible Resource RFP Bid Opening)?

A: Any Bidder interested in attending the Bid Opening on October 28th should send a request to the
RFP inbox (FlexRes2022RFPComm@oge.com). OG&E will provide meeting attendance details prior
to the Bid Opening.

Question #57
Do proposal submittals have to come from contact person, or may they be submitted by others as long as the
identifying code is denoted on the forms?

A: Proposals can be submitted by any individual authorized to do so by the Bidder. Please note that
Appendix D to the RFP contains the Certification and Authorization Form, which must be signed by an
authorized officer or other authorized representative of the Bidder. The Bidder’s authorized
representative signing the form can be the same individual submitting the Bid materials, but this is not
required or necessarily expected.

Question #58
Update to Question #13: Does OG&E envision providing updated economic basis inputs regarding the "base",
"high gas", "low gas", and "Energy Evolution" cases from the IRP listed at (https://ogeenergy.gcsweb.com/static-files/6fd094d7-f7d6-4dae-8ec9-7482d0071a34 given current market conditions?

A: OG&E’s Base Case RFP modeling foundationally relies on fuel price projections published by
Energy Information Administration (EIA) in the Annual Energy Outlook 2022 (“AEO2022”) on March 3,
2022. Due to the volatility of natural gas prices in 2022 and current natural gas market conditions,
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OG&E is also incorporating guidance from the EIA’s Short-Term Energy Outlook, published October
12, 2022 for near-term natural gas prices and returns to pricing strictly from the AEO 2022 by 2029.

